Study Smarter with Study Aids

The Library has an extensive collection of print study aids available for use in the Underground Library.

Types Available

- **Hornbook Series**: A single-volume treatise on a topic of law. Contains extensive footnotes to statutes and cases. Normally the most comprehensive study aid.
- **Understanding Series**: A slightly simplified type of Hornbook, with numerous footnotes as well as an index and table of cases.
- **Concise Hornbook Series**: Another simplified version of the Hornbook. Contains some footnotes with citations, index and table of cases.
- **Examples & Explanations Series**: Illustrative text with hypotheticals and questions. Normally includes a glossary of technical terms, indexes and tables.
- **Mastering the Law Series**: Contains many short sections, each describing a legal concept or key term.
- **Nutshell Series**: Outlines the basic concept in an area of law and provides short descriptions for each principle.

Where to Find Them

- Print study aids are held in Closed Reserve, so check them out from the **Circulation Desk on Sub-2**. Like all Closed Reserve materials, these study aids can be checked out for 4 hours at a time (2 hours during exam periods).

Find past exams and course reserves in the Library Catalog.

Search by Course Name or Number here: [http://umil.iii.com/search/r](http://umil.iii.com/search/r)

Search by Professor Last Name here: [http://umil.iii.com/search/p](http://umil.iii.com/search/p)

Find both links on the Library homepage.

For more information about study guides and searching for exams and reserves, go to [http://libguides.law.umich.edu/examprep](http://libguides.law.umich.edu/examprep) or scan this QR code.